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StWtARY OF FINDINGS

F t Action

-! .pecification 3.7. A.2. states that ptinary containment integrity0maintained when the reactor water temperature is above 212 Fsu
and fuel 19 in the reactor vessel.

Contrary to che above requirement. primary containment integrity was not
in oficet on March 3, 1973, when a torus manway cover was renoved.
(Paragraph 10)

1.icent.ee Action on Previously Identified Enf orcement liatters

The licensee has complet ed corrective act.f ons related to nonccmpliance
iten$ 9.n. , 9.d. , 9.1. and 14, as noted during the Hay 1972 managenent
inspection. (Paragraphs 4, 14, and 15) Corrective action related to
item 15 is continuing. (Paragraph $) Corrective actions on renaining

items were not reviewed during this innpectinn.

Unusual Occurrences

T h ball valve associated with the No. 1 traveling in-core proba failed
to isolate on February 2, 1973. ("aragraph 11)

Other Significant Findings

A. Current Findings

1. Unresolved Itemt A clarification of code requirements relating
to overpressure protection for off-gas storage tanks will be
obtained. (Parigraph 18)

2. In-service inspection to the requirements of ASME Section XI,
1971, was conducted by the licensee durir- his najar outage,

in areas specified in Table 4.6.1 of the o rical specifications.
A review of the QA/QC provisions and proceow.ca associated with
the in-service inspection program indicated conformance in all
areas. (Paragraph 20)

3. Regarding the valve wall thickness verification program, the
licensee reported that he plans to examine all valves identified
to be within the area of concern during the current outage.
Approximately 80 such valves have been identified. Followup
review is planned for a future inspection. (Paragraph 22)
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ttynn2 ment _ Interviews
j

| Three separate manager,ent interviews were conducted during the course of
the inspection. Mr. Williams conducted an interview on March 27, after
completing a review of the licensee's in-acrvice inspection and valve
wall t hickness verification probrarw. The interview was attended by

| Menut s. Lati.on (plant Mannger). Krumpos (Acting Site QA Engineer),
| Lambert (Senior Consultant Engineer), and Johnson (RO:111). The following

stattera were dia. cussed:
1

A. The I'mpector said thct his review of QA/QC con idNations and'

procedures related to in-service inspection activities indicated
that the examination program appears to conforrn to the require-
tne n t o . Ilowever, the inspector requested that a final copy of the
site propor.ed and implemesited addenda to the UT procedures regarding4

| " transfer" be made available to it01111.

The licensee achnowledged the inspector's remarks regarding the
acceptability of their in-service inspectioa program and stated
that a final copy of the UT transfer addenda would be availabic

; within two days. (The addenda was subsequently provided and
appeared to meet requirements of ASME Section XI).

11 The inspector stated that his review of the valve wall thickness
verification program and its implementation indicated that the
technological parameters of the examination procedures, including
the number of measurements, per valve, appears adequate. The
licensee stated that all valves requiring wall thickness verification
would be examined during the current reactor outage. The licensee
added that approximately 72 valves have been examined so f ar and4

that the expected total would exceed 80.

Hesara.11ance and Johnson conducted a management interview with Mr. Larson
(plant Manager), on March 29, 1973, at which the following topics were
discussed:

A. Th t. inspector stated that entering the torus before reactor temperature
was reduced below the minimum temperature requiring containment
integrity represented an item of noncocpliance. lie stated that the
letter of notification would not require a written response, in view
of the corrective actions outlined by the licensee in his report to
the Directorate of LicensinE. (paragraph 10)

11 . The inspector noted thet development of the plant's operating quality
assurance program was progressing steadily but was some period of time
behind the schedule objective established in the licensce's response
to the management audit enforcement letter. (paragraph 5)
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The inspector stated that the licensee's corrective actions relatedC.
to items 9.n. , 9.d. , and 9.1. and 14 of the tnanagement audit enf or cement
letter had been reviewed and were considered to have been completed.

-

(Paragraphr. 4,14, and 15)

during a tour of the drywell it had beeninspector stated thatD. The the B saiety valve discharge was directed at portions ofnoted that
the A relief valve, particularly the conduit which carries the
electrical conductor associated with the autonatic depressuriration

The licent.ee stated that nozzle orientation vould be reviewedsystem.
f or optimum positioning.

interview with Mr. Larson (plant Manager)Mr. Johnson conducted a management
the conclusion of the inspection, at which the followingon April 5 at

additional mattern were discussed:
overpressure protection requirements f orThe inspector stated thatA.

of f gas a,torage tanks had been discussed with cognizant iridividuals
the matter was considered to be an unresolved item pendingand that

clarlitcation of the code requirements. (Taragraph 18)

The licensee stated that the af fixing of warning signs to drywell andli .
torus senning lines would be completed prior to the end of the outage.
The inspector stated that he would review the documentation of the
com,iletion of corrective action related to this item during the next
inspection.

C. The licensee stated that review of the semi-annual report for the
period ending Decen.ber 31, 1972, had led to a determination that the
amount of solid waste reported to have been shipped from the plant
during the period was in error. The ataount reported was approximately
100 times the actual amount shipped, as a result of a clerical error
in the typing of the report. He stated that a correction would be
submitted to the Directorate of 1.icensing.

The inspector noted that an internal memorandum had reported the useD.
of common connection boxes, conduit, and power soureca by redundant
logic channels of the HPCI and RCIC steam line isolation circuitry.
The licensee stated that the matter was still under review and that
the need for examination of other systems was being investigated.
(Paragraph 16)

>
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RE10kT DETA1LS i* '

1. Persons Contacted

Monticello Plant 3*.aff

C. Larson, Plant Manager - Plant EnP,Incering and Radiation ProtectionM. Clarity, Superintendent
W. Anderson, Superintendent - Operations and Maintenance
G. Jacobbon, Plant Engineer, Technical
M. Dinville, plant Engineer, Operations
L. Eliason, Radiation Protection Engineer
P. Erumpos Acting Site Quality Assurance Engineer
D. Nevinski, Nuclear Engineer
M.11ammer , F ngineer

iD. Ant ony, Engitteer
W. Shamla, Instruments Engineer
L. Nolan, Engineer
R. Rogers, Lead Plant Equipnent Operator

Modified Off-Gas Systen Project

J. Meier, NSP Quality Assurance Engineer
J. Sevier. Test Director, Suntac Nuelcar Corporation

th clear Services Corporation (NScl

T. G. Lambert, Senior Consultant Engineer - NDT
,

2. General
,

the time of this inspection, the Monticello plant was shut down
for a refueling outage'which began in early March and which is expectedAt.

to be completed in late May 1973.
.

3. Hecord Reviews

The following records were reviewed without comment during the
inspection '

4

Operatlons Committee Minutes for meetings conducted
13, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 28, and March 1, 12, 18, anda.

February,

20, 1973.

Saf ety Audit Committee minutes f or meetings conducted February 14-15,
T

b. Review by the-Committee of the power range monitor1973.
decalibration evenL1/ of May 1973, was noted to have been included.

050-263/73-01.If RO Inspection Report No.
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| Reactor and Control itoom 1.og, February J$ - March 15, 1973.
,i

}d c.
; i

4. Test Docupentntiory

) Iter 9. Part d, of the RO:HQ cnf orcement letterO following the 1972results required by surveillance
manar;ern nt audit cur ed chat test

ptccedure Fe. 0004 had not been recorded for gats conducted
.

j
The licensee's reply- stated that nowtest

in August and fictober,1972.
in6tructions had been issued to the instronent crew and that a revire i

;

prot edure format would tnprove the documentation of testing result:,.
.

1 ,

inspector reviewed vil completed test documents f or procedures
! '

The
0004 since January 1972, and found all required data to have been.

The itemorandum to instrument personnel ref erred to inrecor ded.
the licennee's letter was also examined.

A previous inspection" '

4/ discusses the improvements in surveillance test procedurni
Itasedrewrt! brmat made by the liecnsee f ollowing the cainagement audit.

on the f oregehr, the inopector considered the lirensee's corrective
,

,

#

actim on l'.em 9d to have been completed +
4

d

$. Quality,,Acourance pro gam

The insnestion incivded a discuasion with persons re6por sible for
,

t

the f acility's gjali,tggy,rance Program.torrmleionand1+sueojf to the R0tHQ cnforcement tatter folleving ,

The 1!censee's response
the managemant audit disctrered the licensee'n plans regarding tbo.

! The response
establishment of a forral Quelity Aunurance Program.v121 include a polf.cy manual, to be issued'

1 stated that th a progrt 'n - Nacicar Power Plant operation, andby the General Superiitendent
an implemeuting ptM,ran of Mministrat tyx Control Direttives, to bei The inspector obta.aed a copy of theissued by the Plant Managnr.
Administrative Controls Manus 1 (or revivw. It was notet that the
manual has been npanded pilghtly to no.7 include a total of 71

i Of these, three have
separate Admit,istrative Control Miectivea<
been issued by the Plant Manager, one add'.tto tal directive has

'

been issued f or trial une and coument s four ethars were stated to
<

be almost ready for issue, aad an additional three were undergoing|

A total of 41 additional directives were given tofinal review.
the inspector in the form of recond draf ts, for a total cf 52 ofThe inspector noted that
the 71 directiven in draft or final. form.
implementation of the program was a few months bgljind the scheduled

-

and that no otherobjectives set forth in the licensce's responsa,-
,

2/ Letter, R0ttlQ to NSP, dated 10-19-72.'

3] Lotter, llSP to R0:llQ, dated 11-10-72.
_4] RO Inspection Report No. 050-263/72-07, p.9.

Letter, NSP to RO HQ, dated 11-10-72.
,5)/
6_ Ibid.

1
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I 1.icensee representatives
schedule appeared to have been established.1 The inspectordid not differ with the inspector's observation.

the Quality Assurance Program would be discuaned in more ,
;

detail during a future inspection siter review of the material provided.stated thati

1

narton Dif ferential Prennure Swf tchenJ 6.

The inspector asked whether Entton dif f erential pressure switches ofi

368, 384, or 386 were in use at the Monticelin f acility, in,

modelnthese had been reported to be problenatic at other f acilities,,

A 1;censee representative stated, af ter checking a f acility listing.that

switches of this model and type were not in use at Monticello.i

I that
1

!
7. Cent rol Rod Drive __(CRD) Accu _mulat ors

the operatingDuring the inspection the inspector inquired about;

A facility representative stated thathistory of CRD accumulators.,

three accumulator upper end seal 0-rings had been replaced since the+

Two cases of minor plating deteriorationplant commenced operation.;

had also been noted, both having been indicated by water 1cvel alarms
in the lower portion of the accumulator resulting from scoring of4

Of two maintenance documente reviewed by thethe piston 0-rings.
inspecter relating to the CRD accumulators, one reported an area of,

deteriorated plating approximately 1/4" near the upper end seal 0-ring.
i The representativo stated that routine inspection of accumulator

internals was not currently envisioned, since deterioration of the
plating would be cypected to show up as a piston seal leak,

>

The licensee representative showed the inspectar a letter from
<

General Electric Company, dated February 28, 1973, wh'ch discussed
It stated inthe possibility of accumulator platinp. deterioration.

part that accumulator performance is monitored by gas pressure and
water level switches, which indicate in the control room, and that
if leaking did occur, scram performcace should not be affected due,

to the force marginn involved and the thickness (0.0015") of the
:

plating.,

8. Main Steam Tunnel Temperat_ure Switch

A licensee report 1/ discussed. the discovery during surveillance
test.ing that one of the 16 " main steam tunnel high area temperature-
group I isolation" temperature switches was found to have a trip
set point of 2040F, which is four degrees above the Technical

,

2/ Letter, NSp to Directorate of Licensing, dated 3-19-73.f

7
|

|
|
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Specification limit. The report, which described the licensee's
corrective action, also stated that redundcnt temperature switches
would have provided the desired trip action had isolation been
required. The inspector reviewed the Itcensee's significant operating

.

event report and rained no further questions. !

|
9. Uninterruptible AC power Systen

A previous ins,pection report 0! discuss.ed operating dif ficulties f3-

experienced by the licensee with the AC-DC motor-generator used in
the uninterruptible AC power system. The report also noted, as
stated in the FSAR, that the high pressure coolant injection system g

A jwas dependent upon this uninterruptible system for operation.
licensee repretientative stated during the current inspection that he
had since determined the HPCI flow controller power supply had been

!modified during the startup testing program to recofve power from
either of two essential sources, each of which is backed up by a diesel- |

The inspector verified this to be the existing power supply :

generator. A licensee i
arrangement by reviewing current systems schematic diagrams.

|representativo also stated that following rerouting of the tachometer
cabic associated with the motor generator and the replacement of a
silicone control rectifier in its control system no further problems
had been encountered, and that the unit had been operating smoothly
for approximately one month.

10. Violation of Primary Containment

S/ to the Directorate of Licensing stated that onA licensee report
March 3, 1973, a torus manway was opened with reactor temperature
at approximately 240 F, in violation of Technical Specification 3.7.A.20

requirement that primary containment integrity be maintained above
a reactor temperature of 212 F. The inspector confirmed that0

administrative instructions had been issued to the staff in regards
to the precautions required to include recurrence. The posting of
the caution signs was scheduled to be completed during the current
outage.

11. Traveling In-Core Probe-(TIP) Ball Valve
|10] discussed the failure of a TIP ball valve toA licensee report

isolate on February 2, 1973, after retraction of its associated TIP
(The ball valve is opened by a solenoid and' closes by spring tension )
Review of the licensee's significant operating event report and

I

RO Inspection Report No. 050-263/72-06,8_/ Letter, NSP to Directorate of Licensing, dated 3-12-73,9/10/ Letter, NSP to Directorate of Licensing, dated 2-23-73.

'
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discussion with a licenace representative indicated the event to
have been as described in the licensco's report. The inspector
examined a Volume r temporary memorandum requiring verification of
ball valve closure on a daily f requency when containment integrity

' is required.

12. Prirnary Containment Isolation Valve _Lonkage

A previous inspectton repcrt11/ discussed Icakage experienced with-

primary containment isolation valves (including torus to reactor
building vacuum breakers) which une a pneumatically pressurized
rubber seal. Licensee repres.cntatives stated that disassembly and
inspection of the valves gave reason to question the dimensions of
the rubber "T ring" seals (so named because of the cross sectional

; shape), and that the assistance of a manufacturer's representative
had been requested. Based upon his recommendations, the inner
diameter of all T-rings was increased by 0.020 inches, and a ridge'

was removed from the T-ring retaining slot in the valve cover on
one valve. The licensee expected thesn improvements and the
application of a lubricant to the T-rings to provide poper operation.

13. Torus-Drywell Vacuum Breakers
_

12/A previous inspectica report - sumarir.ed the licensee's plan to'

improve operation of torus-drywell vacuum breakers. The modifications
were observed to be in progress during a tour of the torus by the
inspector. The rubber and metal seating surf aces were noted to be
free of foreign material and the vacuum breakers were ubserved to be
freely operable with the manual actuating arm. The 'nstallation of
new microswitchen had been completed on most of the vacuum breakers.
The inspector noted by examination of those vacuum breakers on which
the modification had been completed that the new switches are sensitive
to disc movement of approximately 1/16" from the fully closed position.
A licensee reptrsentative stated that the new microswitches were also
of a design whfch would make them more resistant to the humid atmosphere
inside the torus. The inspector verified by examination of records
that the modification had been reviewed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.
It was approved by the Operations Committee on February 28, 1973.

14. Drywell Leak Rate Monitoring

A previous inspection report discussed actions taken by the licens Iin response to item 9, parts a and i, c f the R0ti!Q cnforcement letter
following the 1972 u nagement audit. A licensea representative stated>

I

11/ RO Inspection Report No. 050-263/73-01.
12/ RO Inspection Report No. 050 '63/72-03.
13/ RO Inspection Report No. 050-M3/72-02.
14_/ Letter, R0:llQ to NSP dated 10-19-72.

9_
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i f the float
investigation into difficulties with operat on od floor drain sump

switches which stdre and stop the equipment anthe ociginal switcher. were not
,

that '

led to a determination that He stated that purchase of new
id conditions was beingputnps

suitabic for ut,e in honid areas.
switches more suitabic for use in the humthe float balls and stems had

lie asio stated thatin good condition, that system operatten prior toh, and that satisfactorystudied,

appeared to bethe recent s, witch prohjem had been smootnt switehes were installed.

operation would be expected after replaceneThe incrector reviewed new procedures which ha1" and "EQUIPMD;T DRAIN LEAK|
d been issued to

cover " FLOOR DMIN LEAK RATE CilANCE ||101These call for the bump pump timersd

RATE CilA!;GE HIGH" alarm action. daily at a pump run time interval which will corresponh vious 24-hour

to a leak rate of 0.2 gpm greater than t e preBased on the foregoing and upon the information provinspector considered
to be act ided

in the earlier inspection referenced above, the9a and 91 of the RO:llQaverage.

the Itcensee's corrective actions on itemncnforcement letter to be complete.

15. Semi-Annt g epor,t,rt

for the period ending December 31, ,

h icalt,emi-annual operating report
1972, was submitted as required by Section 6.6.D of the Tec nReview of the report indicated the reporting f ormatThe

d by a letter

Specifications.in Safety Guides 16 and 21 had been followed as requestefrom the Directorate of Licensing to the licensee dated Novem e
b r 20,

1972. i da
In addition, the abovn referenced semi-annual report conta neThis matter was
listing of facility changes prior to March 1971.i forcement
the subject of item 14 of a Regulatory Operat ons endatedand the licensee's response

The inspector's review noted that the operations
19, 1972,

letter dated October ized require-
November 10, 1972.
Committee meetings ninutes dated March 3, 1971, recogn

,

The inspector~

ments of 50.59 and discussed means for updating. confirmed that March 1971 in-plant reports f rom stab ilt plant to that discussed
ff engineers

existed for systems comparison of the as- uDiscussion with two staf f engineers indicated that a
i sion with

review of b'ork Request records in addition to d scusin the FSAR, i for this review.
responsible staff members was the principal bas stions related
The inspector considered the licensee's corrective acb r 10. 1972, to be
to item 14, as discussed in his letter of Novem e
complete.

f acility changes for 1973, No. 91
,

'
'

lly reviewed for 50.59The inspector also noted that
through No. 98, had been or were being formaRecent addenda to f acility changes No. 97 and No.f

98
t

requirements.

- 10 -
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had not been reviewed at the time of the inspection. The present
administrative control policie6 appear adequate to assure reporting
of 50.59 plant modifications.

16. Saf_eguards System Circuitry.

During review of significan* operating event reports, the inspector
noted a March 5, 1973, memorandum which stated that a review (prompted
by a General Elcetric Company request) had detetmined that llPCI and
RCIC high steam flow isolation circuitry uses common conduit, connection
boxes, and power sources for redundant logic channels. The menorandum
noted that a General 1:lectric Field Design Instruction had been
issued and that a Field Design Change Notice was pending to correct
the installation. During the final interview, the inspector asked
whether the licensee planned a review of related systems f or similar
conditions. A management representative stated that review of other
diagrams had led to the conclusion that the primary containment group
isolation circuitry was properly separated, but that the need for further
examination of other systens was being investigated.

17. Erocedures for Drywell Entry

A previous reporL k/ discussed a small increase in airborne radio-l

activity level within the drywell while maintenance was being performed.
The licensee had concluded that gaseous activity had been released
from the reactor head vent. The inspector noted that a recent revision
to Section B.4.1 of the Operations Manual requires the head vent to be
tagged in the closed position prior to drywell entry.

18. Off-Cas System Modification

A representative of plant management stated during the inspection that,
partly due to delay caused by a brief strike during the month of
April, it appeared that the modified off-gas system would not be
ready for operation prior to plant startup at the completion of the
current outage, lie stated that plant connections were being installed,
but that these would be blanked of f until system construction and
testing are completed. Final connection and checkout of the system

will be accomplished during a future outage which the licensee hopes
will be scheduled in early summer, 1973.

The inspector examined during the inspection a menorandum reporting
the results of an inspection of off-gas system storage tanks conducted
by a licensee quality assurance representative on January 23, 1973,

15/ R0 Inspection Report No. 050-263/72-06.
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ik/ I
in response to an intention expressed during a previous inspection

.

The memorandum stated that the tank had been inspected and found
The dessicant was removed, the tanks were brushed andacceptabic.

vacuuned, and the connecting norries were blown out with compressed
The inspector noted during a tour of the off-gas system thatair.

relief valves were installed only on the discharge of the compressors,individually on eachthe only route for tank pressuritation, and not
of the five isolabic storage tanks. The inspector noted that

IX of the 1968 ASME Code, Section III, to which the storageArticle
tanks were built, appeared to require separate overpressure protection
for the individual storage tanks. hicensee representatives stated

their interpretation, based partly on amplifying statements inthat
the corresponding section of the 1971 ASME code, was that separate
overpressure protection was not required, but that a clarification
of the requirement would be obtained. The inspector stated that
this was considered to represent an unresolved i+cm pending such

.
clarification.

19. Ref ueling

This inspection included review and examination of the licensee's
ref ueling activities, which were in progress at the tice of the

The inspector verified that the f ollowing technicalinspection.
specification requirements had been complied witt prior to and
during refueling operations,

Reactor mode switch locked in " refuel" positionn.

Test of refueling interlocks conducted prior to fuel handlingb.
and weekly when handling _ operations in progress

Source range monitor functional test conducted prior to corec.
alterationn and daily (March 11-29) when ref ueling operations
in progress

Fuel pool level recorded daily when irradiated fuel located ind.
f uel storage pool (verified for the period March 15-28)

The inspection also included observation, without comment, of the
following activities

Fuel removal and insertiona.

b. Poison curtain removal

16/ RO Inspection Report No. 050-263/72-03.
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,

A.

Use and signoff of refueling proceduresc.

d. Refueling communications (use of proper acknowledgements)1

j

Reconstitution work in progreat,c.;

check of status boards) ,

f. Fuel accountability (including spot

Status keeping and procedure f ollowing in control roomg.

Supervision of handling activities by senior licensed operator:

h.j with no concurrent dutiesj

The inspector
.co viewed salected portions of videotapes showing! '

(1) checking vi jet pump tack welds, (2) visual inspection of CRD
housing to stub tube welds and portions of the inner surface of the
lower reactor vessel head, and (3) examination of a portion of the

Fuel reconstitution was essentially complete at|
' upper core grid. A licensee representative statedthe conclusion of the inspection.

that of 1248 fuel rods inspected (1 good bundle and 25 potentially
'

leaking bundles, as identified by in-place sipping), a total of 163
'

;

had been rejected, although only 41 of these had given both positive;

A positive oddy
eddy current and ultrasonic test indications.
current test was considered to be an indicated reduction in. wallA total of 24 fuel rods gavethickness of 45 percent of more.
indications (100 percent eddy current indication), of having had fuel

The of f-gas release rate was stated to have beenclad perforations.
approximately 40,000 uC1/see prior to commencement of the outage, atThe licensee
which time the average core exposure was 7115 MWD /T.
representative stated that existing plans called for plant startup
with 20 new fuc1 assemblics and 44 control curtains as compared to
the 28 assemblics and 64 curtains described in the licensee's
submittal to Licensing of February 20, 1973. lie stated that
Licensing would also be notified of the revised loading plan13, 1973).
(subsequently accomplished by an NSP letter dated April

|

I
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insp g lon - Reactor Coolant J g20. in-service d d a review
The inspection of the in-service inspection program inclu ed tructive
and examination of all applicabic QA/QC proviulons, non esi ents". The

tent y..ocedures, and " technical specificaton requ remto the requirements of ASME,

exandnations were perf ormed pursuant Coolant

Section XI, " Rules for In-st rvice Inspection of Nuclear ReactorNSP had defined the scope of their connitment to ASHE, Table 4.6.1,|"

Systema".Section XI in the "Monticello Technical Specificationsi llo". Although

titled, "In-service Inspection Requirements for Mont cethe latest revision
'

chnnges to this document are in progress (to reflectof ASMC Section XI), applicable aspects of the rev s oni i s were

included in the current examination. tly in

The !!anticello Operation Quality Assurance Program is currendraft form and, therefore, its provisions were not consideredIlowever,

relative to the current phase of the examination program.the appropriate aspects of 10 CFR
the inspection did establish that50, Appendix II, and ASME Section XI (1971) were c.et in the
Part
conduct of these examinations,

The examinations were conducted under the direction of thn site
i

ASNTC certification.
a

quality assurance engineer, who holds a 1.evel 111 Tests and examinations were performed by NSC personnel, un ed r thei
The assignedj for NDT examination.

direction of an NSC senior consultant
t, and

code inspectors reviewed each procedure, witnessed each tesA Hartford insurance code inspector had
signed the inta sheets. 'brocedures.
previously reviewed and concurred with the various

21. _ Details of Inspection
)

Review of the Monticello Technical Specification (TS
ljequirements - Tobic 4.6.1i n.

The TS Tabic 4.6.1 established the f ollowings

(1) Examination categories, areau, extent, and f requency are
in accordance with Table IS-251 of ASME Section XI.|

(2) Examination methods are in accordance with Table IS-261
of ASME Section XI.

(3) The extent of examination is in terms of accessibility of
the components.

d

TS Tabic No. 4.6.1 is presently undergoing revision in or erI
to reflect the latest revisions of AS:tE Section X .

- 14 -
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The portion of the required ten-year examination program
accomplished during this reactor outage appears to have met
the intent of the requirements of Section XI subject to the
rcotrictions of component accessibility.

,

1:xamination Techn1, quey and Procedures, ib.

All nondestructive test procedures were provided by NSC.

(1) Visual Examination |
!

Special process standard No. INT-NC-1, reviewed and approved I
the assigned code inspector, and the vendor's

!by NSp QA,
representative, was determined to be conforning to all
requirements.

|
(2) Surface Examination

Nuclear penetrant testing procedure No. NPT-NC-1 Revision
1, approved by NSP QA, the code inspector, and the vendor's

.

representative, was found to be in conformance to the
requirements.

(3) Volumetric Examination

(a) " Nuclear Ultrasonic Testing Procedure for Ultrasonic
Inspection of Full Penetration Butt "and Nozzle Welds"
(NUT-NC-1A) Revision 0, was reviewed and approved forThe inspector founduse by the NSP representatives.
the procedure to be conforming to requirecents of
Section XI with the exception that it did not clearly .

relate to the ultrasonic " transfer" considerations of111. However, it was determined thatASME Sectiot.
the "transf er" considerations (although undocumented)Thiswere inplemented during these examinations.
oversight was corrected by an addenda to the subject

Ultrasonic tests,procedure during the inspection.
which occurred previous to writing of the addenda,
were not affected. The addenda dealt only with the
requirement to clearly document the procedures and
considerations which were t.ctually impicmented for
these tests.

- 15 -
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i

,i
,

(b) Nucicar Ultrasonic Testing Procedure
" Longitudinal

|

Wave Ultrasonic Inspection of Vessel riange, Ligaments, .l
Vessel Studs, and Nuts" (No. NUT-NC-1B) was observed f'

The inspector deter-
to have been properly approved.
mined that the procedure met requirements except thatI

UT transf er considerations were not clearly stipulated.
,

This condition was immediately corraeted by an addenda
J

to the procedure (as in (a) above).;

!

Qualiff_ cation of Nondestructive Examination Personnelc.
iI

P.eview of the test vendor's personnel qualification docunentat onto the requirements of SNT-TC-1A, its
;

|

supplements, and appendices as' applicable f or the examinationindicated conformance
! Full resumes, written tests and'

technique and methods used.
results, employment and experience history, were available forAdditionally, the status, criteria,

| cach member of the crew. All docu-

and results of vision examinations were available.ments had been reviewed by NSP QA and the assigned code inspector.
>

|

Basic Calibration Status of Instrumentod.
'

(1) Electronic1
'

NSC provided complete and comprehensive records attesting
to the establishment and maintenance of a calibrationprogram to measure and verify the accuracy of all measuring

Each UT instrument observed had a
calibration tag attached with the calibration status noted.
and test equipment.

|
'

(2) Transducers

NSC provided documentation attesting to the conformance ofeach transducer to the qualitative and quantitative require-
i

d
ments of the ASME code, specifications, and/or test proce ures.!

Certifications and actual test data were availabin, and the
records had been reviewed by NSP QA.,

Material Certificationsc.

(1) Material certification for all liquid penetrbnt materials;

were reviewed by the inspector and confirmed as applying'

to the materials used.

|

r

I
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s
i

(2) Material certifications for the ultrasonic test couplantwere available and were found to conform to the require-i;

ments of the procedure.
,

(3) Haterial certif ications for each UT calibration referenceblock were reviewed and found to cutablish the acceptability
'

;

Moreover, each ref erence standard was deter-
| Theof each block.mined to be adequately traceabic to the certification.? d d to

surf ace condition of the ref erence standards were ju ge
be representative of the as-built surf ace condition of theQA.;

test specimens by the code representative and NSP1

(4) Material certification relating to the " paint sticks" usedto mark the inspection sur f ace, were available and were f oun
|

di '

j'
to conform to requirements. i

I
l

|
f, Test Records

The inspector reviewed reports of test results and found that
'

f the'

requirements of ASME Section XI regarding documentation o| Each data sheet was
examinations had been met or exceeded.?

signed by the vendor's representative, the assigned codeData acquis! tion was taken manually and
inspector, and NSP QA.
by automatic (annolog) printer, as appropriate for the
examination method.

,

,, ,

22. Valve Wall Thickness Verification Procram_
t

The inspector reviewed the QA/QC considerations and proccJurcs forThe basis for this
[ the valve wall thickness verification program. d

review was the conmitment established in the NSP letter datein response to R0:111 letter dated January 22,
'

R0:111 acceptance of the valve wall thickness verificacion
20, 1973,,

! February *

i f

program, proposed by NSP, had not been established at the t me ollowever, st$sequently the program commitments
1973. .

i
'

the current inspection, 20, 1973, have been accepted.
| contained in the NSP Ictter of February

The NSP proposal identified 72 valves which would be examined f or
:

I d

adequate vall thickness and stated that an ultrasonic proce ureNSP had earlier stated-j

for this'evtaination would be developed.that city 32 of the identified valves would be examinedin 1973.j

f
|

During this inspection, the licensee's representative reportedd, and
that the examination procedure has been developed, approve

NSP reported that approxinately 72 of the valves
have been examined and that they expect. that the final number ofimpicmented.

It is their (NSP's) intent to
valves examined vill exceed 80. although
examino all valves so identified during the current outage,.would allow up to t ree yh ears!

the RO III AEC-letter of June 29,'1972,
to accomplish this examination.

! ( .
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!

a. Review of the valve wall thickness ultrasonic measurement i
procedure indicated that the technical approach and coverage ,

is comprehensive and appropriate. The following details were
,

noted:

(1) The procedure (No. NUT-NC-2, Revision 2) was developed by
the NSP consultant, NSC, has been approved by NSP QA, and :

'reviewed by the assigned code inspector.

(2) It provides for comprehensive calibration of the UT |
instrumentation with celibration blocks of cast and i
forged materials as appropriate, each of which conform ;

to the P group requirements of the code.

(3) The grid pattern for measurements is as follows:
|

(a) For valve diameters less than six inches, a two-inch
grid will be used. !

(b) For valve diameters between two and six inches, a
minimum of twelve readings will be provided.

(c) Valves six to fourteen inches in diameter shall bc
,

examined on a three-inch grid.
\ (d) Valves larger than fourteen inches shall be examined ;

'

on a six-inch grid.

b. Review of the rough records from valve wall thickness
.

verification examinations, disclosed the following: !
,

! (1) No significant deviation from requirements have been identified.

(2) The data shecto include the code specified thickness require-,

j ments, identification of the foundry supplier, the UT instru- '

i ment used to make the measurements, and sign off'by NSP QA
engineering.

,

i
'

Further review of this matter is planned for future inspections.
i

|

|
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